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GROUPED MASS DESIGN:           
A mass design of only plant material with radial placement. 

1. Like material is grouped and placed next to other different grouped like material. 

2. Additional plant material may be included, but the proportions of groupings dominate the design. 

3. Plant material emanates from one (1) point of emergence. 

Clarification: A mass design is a design that consists of a greater proportion of mass than space. Mass designs have a 

closed silhouette. Your eye stays within the design. There can be lines leading out from the design but the weight or 

dominance of the mass must pull your eye back into the design. The design may be symmetrical or asymmetrical. In our 

Handbook we list four (4) types of mass designs: Traditional Mass Design, Creative Mass Design, Grouped Mass Design 

which is an Advanced Design Type, and Tapestry Design which is an Advanced Design Type. 

Clarification: only plant material: The plant material may be fresh or dried or a combination of both. The schedule 

determines the type of plant material. The plant material may be abstracted. NO non plant components can be used or 

appear in any way in the design. Examples of non plant material would be: midilino, wire of any kind, shells, plastic of 

any kind, shells, wooden hoops, paper, fabric, feathers, etc.. None of these items can be used – only plant material may 

appear in a Grouped Mass Design.. 

Clarification: radial placement: radial placement is the placement of stems into a design so that they appear to emerge 

from a central point. The stems are placed into the design in such a way that the stems would all meet up eventually. 

Radial placement does not mean that the design must be round like a ball. Radial placement is a characteristic of 

Traditional Design and a characteristic of Grouped Mass Design. 

************************************************************************************************** 

1. Like material is grouped and placed next to other different grouped like material: A group consists of three 

or more like materials. The like material should be placed so the material touches or almost touches. This 

placement of grouped plant material gives the grouping more visual impact than if material was spread out in a 

design ‘polka dot fashion’. This visual impact derived from grouping of plant material is the purpose of a grouped 

mass design. There should be at least three or more of these groupings. There may be abstraction of plant material 

or have some abstraction within the grouping. The groupings are placed next to other different grouped material. 

The groupings are different by color, by form, or by texture. Mother Nature creates some material as pre-formed 

groups. I would call them “clusters”. Grapes would be an example of a cluster. Hydrangea macrophylla, 

hydrangea arborescens, or hydrangea paniculata would be examples of plant material that form a cluster. They are 

plant material with multiple florets called panicles.  When incorporating “clustered” plant material you would not 

put them in groupings of three or more. The grouping would be out of proportion to the other groupings. NOTE: 

Three (3) small green South American hydrangeas could be used successfully in a grouping.  It’s small in scale. 

Plant material that may be difficult to group might be tulips, snapdragons, or molucclea. Those are examples of 

plant materials that “grow” in a design they would have a tendency to move out of their grouping.   

 

2. Additional plant may be included, but the proportions of groupings dominate the design. Enclosed space 

may be incorporated, but the groupings must dominate over space. Solid (positive areas) must dominate over 

space (negative areas). Individual plant material may be included, but use of transitional material [filler flowers] 

and integration of flowers is avoided. (Those are characteristics of traditional design; Grouped Mass is an 

advanced type creative design). The groupings are to dominate the design but a single leaf or a branch or a twig 

may  be incorporated in the design to provide necessary rhythm in the design. The grouped plant material must 

dominate the design in a Grouped Mass Design.  
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Plant material emanates from one (1) point of emergence. The design must have radial placement. It appears 

to emanate from one point of emergence. Radial placement is also a hallmark of Traditional Mass Design. 

Grouped Mass design falls between traditional and creative design (see comparison of the four (4) types of mass 

designs below). 

 

It is important to achieve visual depth in a Grouped Mass design.  Depth in a Grouped Mass design is 

achieved by overlapping of contrasting groupings. Placement of these groups can enhance the feeling of depth. 

Edges of your plant material can lead your eye to the rear of your design. By abstracting some of the material 

depth can be created. For example, by rolling an aspidistra leaf you can create a feeling of depth. Choice of 

advancing and receding colors can give the design visual depth. Use of tonalities can give depth (tints advance/ 

shades recede). Putting the plant material in profile and the use of transparency can also achieve depth.   

 

GROUPED MASS DESIGN IS AN ADVANCED DESIGN TYPE. (HBp. 78, 2017 Handbook). 

Differences between a Creative Mass Design and Grouped Mass Design: 

Creative Mass Design is a creative design emphasizing a greater proportion of components including plant material over 

space. A Creative Mass Design may have man-made components and it may have multiple points of emergence. A 

Grouped Mass Design is an advanced design emphasizing a greater proportion of ONLY plant material arranged in 

groupings. A Creative Mass the design may have multiple points of emergence. In a Grouped Mass Design there is radial 

placement, only one point of emergence. Both designs are mass designs where the proportion of mass is greater than the 

amount of space. They are both closed silhouettes, your eye stays within. 

 

COMPARISON OF FOUR TYPES OF MASS DESIGN LISTED IN HANDBOOK 

Traditional Mass HBP71      Creative Mass Design HBP74 Grouped Mass Design HBP78            Tapestry Design HBP 79 

Mass design/closed silhouette       Mass design/closed silhouette    Mass design/closed silhouette             Mass design/ closed silhouette 

Eye stays within 

Geometric form        Eye stays within     Eye stays within                                   Eye stays within, geometric closed  

           form  

 

Greater proportion of plant           Greater proportion of plant material    Greater proportion of groupings of      Volume of plant material dominant 

Material over space        over space, optional components          ONLY plant material over space          other components optional 

                                                                          

Radial placement of plant 

 material                         Multiple points of emergence    Radial placement of ONLY plant        Imaginative techniques MUST be used        

           material     such as: pillowing, pave, color blocking 

Plant material is integrated        Plant material may or may    Additional plant material may be        clustering, grouping, weaving, etc. 

          not be grouped                      included but proportion of groupings   may have some transparent,  

          is greater (must dominate)                     components; inner space achieved by  

           juxtaposition of colors, textures and  

           forms diaphanous  

 

A Traditional Design       A Creative Design  An Advanced Design Type  An Advanced Design Type 
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JUDGING GROUPED MASS DESIGNS: 

CONFORMANCE: 14 points, 7/7 –seven points are allotted for conformance to design type. If a designer fails to 

fulfill the requirements for a specific design type, then ALL seven points are deducted under conformance to type. 

the balance of the seven points for conformance apply to conformance to schedule requirements. Count the 

requirements of the class; divide the number of requirements into the 7 points allotted for conformance to class 

requirements. Points are deducted based on the degree of infraction. NOTE: There MUST be a 3”X5” card listing 

plant material with the design.  

Conformance to type, GROUPED MASS: Is it a mass design of all plant material? Does the proportion of 

groupings dominate the design? Is there radial placement (one point of emergence)? Is it a mass design, does your 

eye stay within the design? There can be lines in the design but your eye must stay within the design. Is there radial 

placement? Do the stems appear to emanate from one point? Is the design composed of only plant material? [There can be 

no decorative wire, no plastic, no rope, only plant material. The plant material may be all fresh, all dried, or a combination 

of both. The Handbook states: the proportion of groupings must dominate the design. The word “groupings” is plural that 

means more than one. If you have two groups you might have a design problem; think headlights on a car. There can be 

‘singletons’ of plant material used, but the proportion of groupings MUST dominate the design. If the design fulfills the 

previous criteria it is a Grouped Mass Design, give it all 7 pts. for conformance to type. 

DESIGN: 48 points – Consider the six principles of design as each affects the design.  Divide six into the 48; each 

principle is worth 8 points. You would seldom deduct all eight points for an infraction. You would deduct points 

based on the degree of infraction. In evaluating each design the judge considers each “Principle” and applies it to 

the appropriate “Elements” found in the design.  

BALANCE – visual stability; is there a balance of lines, forms, colors, patterns, textures, size, spaces? Is there a dynamic 

balance of interest areas? If not, what ELEMENT (caused by which component) disturbs the BALANCE…how many 

points would you deduct? Is there depth balance? In a Grouped Mass the plant material is touching or almost touching.  

The layering of the groups will contribute to depth balance. Also the use of advancing and receding colors and the use of 

tonalities will all contribute to depth balance.  You want to avoid a flattened, squashed appearance in a Grouped Mass. Is 

there a Balance of lines, forms, sizes? Colors carry visual weight, how does color affect the design?  

DOMINANCE – greater force of one Element; what is the dominant element? The mass should be dominant (a closed 

silhouette). In a Grouped Mass the Proportion of groupings must be dominant.  

CONTRAST – placing unlike or opposite elements together emphasizing differences. Contrast will give definition to the 

groupings. Contrasts if used effectively can give visual depth to a design.What elements and which components give 

contrasts?  Are the contrasts dramatic, different, and bold? Are they commanding contrasts?  Are there too many 

contrasting elements or components? Are the contrasts some of the qualities expected in creative design or are the 

contrasts confusing?  

RHYTHM – dominant visual path through the design. You are dealing with massed plant material but that does not 

mean that your eye should be locked in one place. That would mean your design is static. Your eye needs to move in and 

around and through the design, but not out of the design. How do the placements of the groupings help to move your eye 

in the design? Has the color of the groupings been used effectively to move your eye? Is the eye led on a visual path 

through the design? If the eye is stopped, what element stopped it?  How does this affect the other principle of rhythm, 
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balance? Is the eye led out of the design? If so, what leads your eye out of the design? Does something else demand the 

eye return?  How does this affect the design?  
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PROPORTION – relationship of areas and amounts to the whole.  (This includes the size relationship of the design to 

the background or the space allotted). In Grouped Mass the proportion of groupings must dominate the design.  

SCALE – size relationship of the components to each other. It is important that the size relationship of the groupings be 

in harmony.You want a pleasing variation of the sizes of the plant material. A variety of size provides interest throughout 

the design. 

PROPORTION/SCALE: keeping in mind that proportion and scale can be exaggerated slightly in creative design, have 

these two principles been used well?  If there is a frame of reference, has the exhibitor remained within it?  Has it been 

filled well or does the design appear skimpy?  Is there good scale relationship between the components or is there a 

disconnect? 

SELECTION (8 points)  

It is about what the designer selected for components. Did the designer select suitable groupings of plant material for 

a Grouped Mass design? This is an Advanced Creative design. Were they bold, commanding, dramatic, and 

unconventional? The designer chose those materials-were they a good choice? (Do not remake the design).  

ORGANIZATION (8points) 

Did the designer organize the material as a Grouped Mass design? Did he/ she show originality in the organization of 

the components? Was the idea unique, fresh and new?  How was it organized? Were the components organized for a 

Grouped Mass Design? Did the organization of the components fail to meet design type? If you deducted points tell me 

WHY. 

EXPRESSION – 8 points; how the designer interprets the theme. Is the class title clearly expressed? If not why not? 

Perhaps it is not as you would interpret the theme but did the designer’s intent come through? Is it subtle? Or is it too 

literal?  Higher credit goes to a design giving a subtle interpretation. If the message is weak tell why. You must tell me 

what expresses what is called for. Do not say” expresses title well” WHAT expresses (or doesn’t express) the title. 

DISTINCTION – 14points; marked superiority in all respects; fine qualities should always be recognized. This is the 

place you would note condition of the plant material and faults in mechanics and workmanship. Additional points may be 

taken off for the condition of the plant material or the workmanship…remember to tell WHY.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


